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HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEMS

TERALBA THERMAL, MANUFACTURING ALFA
LAVAL PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS UNDER LICENSE.
ISSUE 15

Teralba Industries is pleased to announce that we
have formally agreed to distribute and assemble,
under license, Alfa Laval (Sweden) Plate Type Heat
Exchangers right here in Australia.
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Teralba Industries legendary innovative attitudes
and consistent service and we have created a
powerful and very capable business alliance.
The Range…
Size and product range varies from very compact
brazed plate type units, suitable for the direct
expanded refrigerant industry and point-of-use
cooling/heating applications, through to the giant
condenser type units commonly found in heavy
process industries.

PRODUCT & INDUSTRY UPDATE

Alfa Laval boasts the FrontLine series, an
impressive hygienic plate heat exchanger line.
These units can incorporate electro-polished
stainless steel plates with a guaranteed surface
finish suitable for critical quality liquids such as
water for injection(WFI). There is a full scope of
configurations covering the broader application
areas with variants catering for all budgets.
In addition to the FrontLine Series, Teralba also
offers BaseLine, M-Series and TS-Series plate
heat exchangers, catering to the many and varied
industry requirements.
Plates can be manufactured from titanium,
hastelloys and other exotic alloys, these materials
are well priced and readily available.
What this means to our customers…
Teralba now holds very extensive stocks of Alfa
Laval plate heat exchanger componentry at our
modern manufacturing plant. Teralba is equipped
to react to market demand with agility, ensuring
short lead times and quality service… delivered
through a business philosophy that is backed by
Teralba’s 35 years’ experience in the industry plus
an unrivalled attitude of integrity and dedication
to our customers’ requirements. You purchase
from Teralba with this confidence, quality is not a
‘bolted-on’ option. It is a business culture shared
by both Teralba Industries and Alfa Laval!
The History…
Alfa Laval have been experts in plate heat
exchangers for a lifetime… the brand goes back to
the De Laval milk coolers commonly found in the
dairying industry 60 plus years ago. Alfa Laval is
the benchmark regards heat exchange equipment.
Team Alfa Laval’s force and market presence with

Industries covered…
Teralba Industries historically, has its roots in the
food, pharmaceutical, and beverage sectors. We
now offer the full scope of heat transfer equipment
covering the applications and specific industry
needs within fluid processing. Our Dimpleflo®
range of tubular type heat exchangers perfectly
compliments the Alfa Laval plate heat exchanger
range. We can address your applications
confidently and proficiently.
Design team aptitude...
Our team is skilled and knowledgable, continually
training and staying abreast of new developments.
Design and selection programs are advanced and
reliable. Sending your application parameters
through to Teralba is now an even simpler step
toward receiving a design recommendation and
quotation for the quality equipment Teralba is
renowned for.

GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS THE EDGE WITH INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY.
With more than 35 years of experience, Teralba Industries continues to provide quality products, service and advice on the right product
for your industry needs. We provide a wide range of high quality stainless alloy products, specialising in three core technologies:
Heat Transfer, Mixing and Stainless Fabrication.

TERALBA THERMAL - DIMPLEFLO® SLUDGE

IDEALLY SUITED FOR AGGRESSIVE APPLICATIONS
Dimpleflo® continues as a legendary
product for heat transfer. First designed
and manufactured in the 1980’s,
Dimpleflo® has proven its value in difficult
heat transfer applications and has grown
to take a position in the market that is
unique. Products with large particles, high
and changing viscosity can be heated or
cooled using Dimpleflo®.
This is demonstrated in the photo (right)
that shows dog food mince cooled
in a Dimpleflo® unit, from a cooking
temperature of 90ºC down to 4ºC, in a
single pass. This product was high in fat
and solids content with a viscosity that
changed dramatically with any changes in
temperature.
Dimpleflo® comes in a wide range of
modular configurations which allows for
changes and increases in production rates
by simply reconfiguring the heat exchanger
layout, or adding more modules.

The picture below shows a 120,000
litre pressure vessel being craned
into position at an eminent beverage
manufacture facility located in regional
New south Wales.
Dimpleflo® Modubloc® allows the processing of
products at pressures of up to 300 bar whilst
maintaining all the modular benefits.
Each Dimpleflo® is designed for your specific
application, utilising our extensive data base
of product information. Teralba Industries
has a testing laboratory for obtaining thermal
properties and viscosity data of products
where this information is not initially available.
With Dimpleflo®, every application is possible.

TERALBA MIXING - FM RUMMAGER® SERIES
SERIES 200 BRIDGE MOUNT TOTE MIXER

The new Mixquip® RUMMAGER 200 is an
innovative fork-mountable mixer that is easily
moved from tank to tank and suited to most
IBC type pallet tanks.
The RUMMAGER® series 200 incorporates
Mixquip’s high efficiency ‘Superflo®’ fold-out
propeller which is designed to provide vigorous
mixing for all fluids up to 15,000cPs. The
mixing intensity can be easily adjusted using
the variable speed function mounted on the
unit, making an extremely versatile package.
These highly efficient air or electric driven
agitators have been proven to increase mixing
effectiveness and overall productivity in the
manufacturing cycle and can be set up ready
to mix your product in less than 5 minutes.

Superflo® propeller - adjustable to various angles

CONTACT

TERALBA STAINLESS
ACHIEVEMENTS IN
REPEAT SUPPLY OF
STAINLESS STEEL
PRESSURE VESSELS

Mixquip® pallet tank agitators have stainless
steel wetted parts and have been successfully
installed in many and varied applications,
including wastewater, beverage, chemical,
food and agricultural.
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The ultimate proof that Teralba delivers
on promises is vested in the fact that
this same company REPEAT purchased
an additional 10 pressure vessels
within the last eight months. Internal
surface finish requirements were
achieved and exceeded and the project
was completed within a tight delivery
timeframe. Repeat business is a
company legacy for Teralba and is put
down to a simple but real work ethic…
we CARE about our Customers.
Are you planning a process expansion?
Teralba has the design personnel and the
experience to take your plans through to
reality. Call to find out more about how
we can help you get maximum returns
on your investment, starting with great
application knowledge, design input and
expertise. Call on the reliable stainless
steel pressure vessel manufacturer.

